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Pultneyville Yacht Club
Signals from the Commodore

Welcome to March. I was really hoping that it would be warmer by now. Oh
well this is where we live. Soon the weather will be beautiful and we will have
the boats back in the harbor. The Executive Committee has been busy the
last couple of months getting things ready for the upcoming boating season.
March 21st we are planning on doing our walk around the harbor with the
Trust. If you are out and about bundle up and come out for the walk around,
hoping to begin at 1pm we can see what this cold weather has done to the
harbor.
I can hardly believe that next month is finally April. I thought it would never come. Hope to see
everyone at the Winter Cabin party information should be coming out soon. Stay warm.
Kathy
585-261-3883
cm_pultneyvilleyachtclub.org

Fleet Captain’s Report
This winter is getting to feel way toooo long, must be me as the newspaper reported
that last year was actually worse YTD. Good thing for us is the ice cover on the lake
keeping the evaporation to a minimum will keep the lake level up for easy in/out of
the harbor.
The 2015 Calendar of Events for the PYC Family should now be finalized and
published! The Race Fleet 2015 get together turnout was 20 PYC members to talk about the
upcoming race season and how we can improve over the last few outstanding years that we have
had!! That is 25% of our club members not including the ones off to warm sunny locations, thinking
about PYC and racing in the DEAD of Winter! I love you people!!!! We covered my full agenda and
had many volunteers to add to my roster of jobs Thanks you all. Honorable mention will follow in this
article once delivered on.
Dave Weagley will be working on a schedule for the Committee Boat Staffing, you should be
hearing from him in the near future if you haven’t by this publication…. It takes a Fleet to run a race
in many ways!!!!
We will be supporting SBYC this year in running the Challenge Cup and LYRA Racing they are
hosting, by having the Tompkins on post at PYC as a turning mark, and a mark set boat at SBYC. If
anyone is interested in helping support that effort please contact me sweetvermuth1@gmail.com.
The dates are in the Events Calendar.
Speaking of the Tompkins, she is being refitted as we speak with a rebuild short block and new
pistons, rings and gaskets. She will be ready to go in April.
Hope to see you all at the Cabin Party!!!
Dave
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From the Engine Room
Hello everyone,
I am sitting here next to the wood stove trying to think up what to tell you about this coming
season. Actually, I cannot think of a thing. It is simply too cold. Therefore, I will just remind
you about safety. I hope that the weather will break in time to get our boats ready for launch
on April 25. Should that happen make sure that you have the boat well supported when and if
you have to remove a
jack stand to paint the bottom. Also, make
sure that any paint remnants are disposed of
properly. Make sure that your ladders are
secure when you start to board your boat for
the first time. Light ladders can be blown
down leaving you trapped on the deck of your
boat with no way to get off except airborne.
No chute makes that uncomfortable.
If you work on your dock adding fender
material, make sure that it floats. No material
that does not float will be allowed as if it
comes loose and sinks it jams the dredge.
If anyone has suggestions for projects please
let me know. I want to make the club a better
place for our members therefore your
suggestions will help.
I will let you know about projects after we
meet with the representatives of the trust on
March 21.
Keep warm and I will see you at the cabin
party.
Tom

LAKE SOUNDINGS is
published monthly for PYC members, February through
December. Letters to the Editor, suggestions, commentaries,
wit, memoirs, tales, seaworthy tips and maritime art are
welcome. Submissions will be edited and published as
space, temperament and accommodations allow
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Secretary’s Report

Let’s hope this snow bank melts well in advance of our Spring activities – it’s a monster! Lots of things have been
going on my part of the world over the past month, and I’d like to highlight a few below.
Members with balances due on spring docking should see the second invoice arriving via email shortly. The
invoice system seems to be working nicely now, so I believe we’ve recovered from the excitement that occurred in
the first round.
I’ve been most recently focusing on consolidating different data sources, and building a new membership database that will help share information with other officers, and hopefully allow things to run smoothly. I’ve caught a
number of inconsistencies throughout this effort, so some of you may be getting an email from me asking for a
confirmation of some kind of data. You may have recently provided information, but I’d appreciate your patience
as I double-check on the records.
Finally, we’ve been busy in the land of reciprocal agreements, and although our efforts won’t change the friendly
receptions you receive around the lake, they will change the amount of effort required to make that program
happen. We’re working on a recurring agreement strategy which eliminates the huge number of letters and
emails which go back and forth between clubs every spring. Less bureaucracy means more time for sailing and
wine, which is good for everyone!
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Your Club History
Curious about what was going on in
the Club in the early days – and even
before there was a Club?
You can now read back issues of the
Membership Log to 1972 on the
Members Only page of the Club
website. Secretary Chris Hubbell has
added this content and with more to
come. Thanks to Russ Palum for
saving the Logs and for producing a
scanned file.
The ‘History of the Pultneyville Yacht
Club’ is a work in progress. And there
are a surprising number of people
around with memories and stories of
events and activities stretching back
to the 1950’s and 60’s.
Do you have, or know of, early editions of ‘Lake Soundings’? Written or photographic records of Club milestones
and traditions? Trophies and memorabilia?
We would be pleased to hear from you!
Larry Rice
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